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ABSTRACT

Internet users today have few solutions to cover a large space of

diverse privacy requirements. We introduce the concept of privacy

domains, which provide �exibility in expressing users’ privacy re-

quirements. Then, we propose three privacy services that construct

meaningful privacy domains and can be o�ered by ISPs. Further-

more, we illustrate that these services introduce little overhead for

communication sessions and that they come with a low deploy-

ment barrier for ISPs.
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1 INTRODUCTION

In 1983, Germany established the principle of informational self-

determination for data processing in the context of a German con-

stitutional ruling [1]. The principle empowers an individual to de-

termine i) what personal information is disclosed and to whom,

which re�ects Westin’s description of privacy [2], and ii) how the

disclosed information is used. Although this ruling was made well

before the Internet era, the principle is of special importance for

online privacy, and there have been e�orts to apply it in the con-

text of today’s Internet [3].

Unfortunately, in recent years, there have been legal develop-

ments that undermine privacy and diminish con�dence in today’s

constitutions about theway they handle disclosed information. For

example, in the U.S., ISPs can now sell their customers’ history

without obtaining customers’ consent [4]. Also, we know that gov-

ernments massively collect Internet tra�c for thorough and de-

tailed analysis [5]. Therefore, the Internet community is turning

to technical solutions to limit the disclosure of personal informa-

tion.

However, today’s deployed solutions provide limited options.

On one side, encryption protocols hide the application-layer pay-

load (e.g., TLS), yet they still reveal the addresses of the communi-

cating hosts. On the other side, anonymity solutions such as Tor

provide stronger privacy guarantees, but at a high performance

cost. There is a large tradeo� space between privacy and perfor-

mance that remains unful�lled. For example, a user may want to

only prevent aweb server from linking together the user’s requests,

but using Tor will probably lead to an unacceptable quality of ex-

perience.

Our goal is to explore practical and readily deployable solutions

for the diverse privacy requirements of Internet users. Therefore,

we take a user-centric approach to privacy, and our �rst step is to

consider users’ diverse privacy requirements. Following the de�ni-

tion of privacy [2]—what personal information is disclosed and to

whom—we introduce the term of privacy domains. A privacy do-

main is de�ned by the entities (e.g., ISPs) and the privacy-sensitive

information (e.g., source address) that is revealed to these entities

for a user’s communication session. Privacy domains help us in

bridging the gap between users’ high-level privacy requirements

and the more actionable technical requirements.

Our second step is to identify simple and common networking

practices that can be used to realize privacy domains. We iden-

tify three such practices—encryption, address translation, and tun-

neling—that can be composed to construct a range of privacy do-

mains.

Then, based on these common networking practices, we pro-

pose three privacy services that can be o�ered by ISPs: i) An address-

hiding service that enables customers to use a di�erent IP address

for every tra�c �ow. ii) An ISP-level tunneling service that chan-

nels tra�c between source and destination ISPs over an encrypted

point-to-point tunnel, where the two tunnel end points are oper-

ated by the source and destination ISPs. iii) An ISP-level VPN ser-

vice that remote hosts of other ISPs can use.

We argue that ISPs are in an ideal market position to o�er such

privacy services. They already have high-capacity infrastructure,

which they can use to o�er services at a large scale. Furthermore,

they have the required know-how and experience in deploying and

operating large systems. Our initial evaluation results indicate that

the services can be o�ered at a low overhead, even on today’s com-

modity hardware. In addition, our proposed services have a low

deployment barrier, o�ering incentives for �rst movers.

Contributions. The main focus of the paper is to explore pri-

vacy from a new perspective, rather than proposing new privacy-

enhancing technologies. We leverage existing technologies to en-

able ISP-based privacy services, which can �ll the large tradeo�

space between privacy and performance. We make contributions

in three directions:

• We introduce a concept—privacy domains—to express users’ pri-

vacy requirements at a high-level, irrespective of the underlying

implementation.
• We describe common networking practices and techniques that

can serve as building blocks to implement privacy domains.
• We present simple privacy services (with a preliminary feasibil-

ity analysis) that can be o�ered by ISPs.

2 PRIVACY DOMAINS

We observe that users have diverse privacy requirements, yet few

options or tools to achieve them. Our starting point is to intro-

duce the concept of privacy domains, which enables us to argue

about disclosed information at a higher layer of abstraction with-

out considering a speci�c privacy architecture nor a speci�c adver-

sarymodel; existing work focuses on architecture-speci�c analysis

and considers speci�c threat models [6, 7].
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For example, a common privacy requirement is to prevent enti-

ties that observe tra�c from creating a history of user activity (e.g.,

a list of hosts that the user communicated with). This high-level

requirement is translated to a more technical requirement that no

entity can observe the source and destination addresses of a com-

munication session at the same time. To facilitate this translation,

we de�ne privacy domains.

A privacy domain is a virtual domain that consists of entities

with which a user shares the same subset of her privacy-sensitive

information. Thus, a privacy domain is de�ned by a set of a user’s

privacy-sensitive information and the entities that have access to

this information.

• Entities. We consider entities in a privacy domain from a sen-

der’s view-point, i.e., entities that assist in transferring packets

from the sender to the destination. Such entities include the ISP

of the sender, the transit ISPs on the path to the destination, the

destination ISP, and the destination host. More speci�cally, with

the terms “sender” and “destination” we refer to the producer

and consumer of tra�c; this tra�c can be forwarded through

one or more intermediate waypoints, e.g., tunnel end points;

however, we do not consider the waypoints as senders or des-

tinations in our model.
• Privacy-sensitive Information.We consider information that

is revealed about the sender through sent packets. Speci�cally,

we consider the source/destination host addresses and ISPs, the

transport-layer headers, and the plaintext payloads.

From a security perspective, privacy domains may remind one

of threat models. Threat models describe which entities try to com-

promise what privacy-sensitive information and their capabilities

to achieve their goal. For example, passive adversaries can only ob-

serve tra�c, whereas active adversaries can alsomodify, delay, and

even drop tra�c. Furthermore, threat models often de�ne what

side-channel information can be used to obtain private informa-

tion. Our goal, however, is di�erent: privacy domains make it clear

for Internet users what information about themselves would be

shared with whom, making it easier for non-experts to make more

informed privacy-related decisions. However, further study is needed

to investigate how to help everyday users tomake informed privacy-

related decisions.

As an illustration, we describe the privacy domains that are cre-

ated when using the TLS protocol and Tor. When a client connects

to a server over the TLS protocol, two privacy domains are cre-

ated (Figure 1a). Domain A includes the server to which the client

shares all its privacy-sensitive information. Domain B consists of

all other entities that observe tra�c, i.e., all ISPs on the path in-

cluding the client’s ISP. The client shares all privacy-sensitive in-

formation with this domain, except for the (encrypted) payload.

When a client connects to a server using the Tor network [8],

three privacy domains are created (Figure 1b) assuming that a typ-

ical three-hop circuit is used (i.e., a circuit with an entry, a transit,

and an exit relay). DomainA consists of the Tor entry relay, the en-

try relay’s ISP, the client’s ISP, and all transit ISPs between these

two ISPs. The client shares only her address with domain A. Do-

main B consists of the Tor exit relay and its ISP, the destination

host and its ISP, and all transit ISPs between the two ISPs. The

client shares with domain B the address of the destination host,

Dom B

TLS ServerTLS Client

Dom A

(a) TLS Protocol.

Dom BDom A

Dom C

Src Host

Entry Relay Transit Relay Exit Relay

Dst Host

(b) A 3-hop Tor Circuit.

Figure 1: Privacy domains created by a) the TLS protocol and b) a

3-hop Tor Circuit. Clouds represent ISPs; for simplicity, we do not

show transit ISPs; they would exist on inter-cloud arrows.

the transport-layer header and the payload. Note that the combi-

nation of source and destination addresses is not present in any of

the two domains. This property enables a user to hide her history

of user activity from all entities—at least in theory. Lastly, Domain

C consists of the transit relay and its ISP, the transit ISPs between

the ISPs of the entry and transit relays, and transit ISPs between

the ISPs of the transit and exit relays. The client does not share any

privacy-sensitive information with this domain.

By de�ning privacy domains, our goal is to clarify and articulate

information disclosure, not to evaluate the privacy guarantees of

a certain mechanism. For example, when a user leverages Tor, the

combination of source and destination addresses is not present in

any of the domains, however, there are sophisticated side-channel

attacks that a strong adversary can launch to infer communicat-

ing source-destination pairs [9–13]. Existing approaches can be

used to evaluate the privacy guarantees o�ered by certain mecha-

nisms [14].

3 OVERVIEW

Our next step is to propose technical approaches that can realize

privacy domains, i.e., translating from the high-level privacy re-

quirements to more actionable networking practices and technolo-

gies. We start with basic building blocks that can help in construct-

ing privacy domains. Then, we present three privacy services that

are based on these blocks and can be o�ered by ISPs.

3.1 Building Blocks

Encryption masks privacy-sensitive information from unwanted

parties. In itsmost common use case—the TLS protocol—encryption

masks the payload so that only the destination can see it in plain-

text. Alternately, encryption can alsomask the transport-layer head-

ers, thus hiding the application being used, as happens in IPsec

transport mode.

As a generic concept, encryption creates two privacy domains:

one domain that is de�ned by the entities that have the decryption

keys and therefore have access to all privacy-sensitive information;

and the other domain that consists of all remaining entities that

have access only to the unencrypted information in the packets.
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Dom BDom A

AHS

(a) ISP-level Address Hiding Service (Section 3.2.1).

Dom ADom A

STS

Dom B

STS

(b) ISP-level Tunneling Service (Section 3.2.2).

Dom C Dom BDom A

IVS

(c) ISP-level VPN Service (Section 3.2.3).

Figure 2: Privacy domains created by the ISP-based privacy services.

For simplicity, we do not show transit ISPs; they would exist on

inter-cloud arrows.

Address translation is used so that multiple users can share the

scarce IPv4 address space. A side-e�ect of address translation is

that an observer located after the translation point cannot identify

the original source host of a packet.

Address translation creates two privacy domains: one domain

that consists of the entities that know the original source address

of the sender (and all other privacy-sensitive information), and one

domain that consists of the entities that see all information except

for the original source address.

Tunneling bridges two networks by creating a virtual point-to-

point link; it is typically used to provision a service that the under-

lying network cannot support (e.g., supporting IPv6 over the IPv4

network). Tunneling by itself does not de�ne new privacy domains,

but can be used for this purpose. More speci�cally, it enables the

sender to specify a waypoint that the tra�c should follow towards

the destination. Then, with the help of the waypoint and in combi-

nation with the previously mentioned building blocks new privacy

domains can be de�ned (see Sections 3.2.2 and 3.2.3).

3.2 ISP-based Privacy Services

We describe privacy services that ISPs can o�er; the services are

based on the building blocks described, and thus compatible with

today’s networking practices. For each service, we describe the pri-

vacy domains that are constructed (Figure 2) and use cases that are

based on common privacy requirements.

3.2.1 ISP-level Address Hiding Service (AHS). We start with an

address-hiding service (AHS) that is based on source-address trans-

lation and can be o�ered by ISPs to its hosts. When subscribers’

packets exit the ISP’s boundary, the source addresses are replaced

with other addresses in the ISP’s address pool. Speci�cally, the

source address is replaced with a di�erent address for every outgo-

ing �ow. When subscribers’ packets enter the ISP’s boundary, the

reverse translation takes place so that the packets are forwarded

to the intended recipients. Hosts remain agnostic of AHS in that

they purchase the service but they do not need to upgrade the OS

nor run specialized applications.

We are not the �rst to propose address shu�ing by ISPs. In 2009,

Raghavan et al. [15] proposed the use of a tweakable block cipher

to enable ISPs to shu�e their IP addresses; we build on the same

motivation, but construct mechanisms that provide a higher de-

gree of �exibility to ISPs (Section 4.1).

Privacy Domains. The AHS creates two privacy domains for a

subscribing host (Figure 2a). Domain A consists of the host’s ISP,

and the host shares all its information with this domain. Domain B

consists of all other entities; the host shares all information except

for the source address, which is instead shared at the granularity

of an AS.1

Use Cases. This service is useful for users who want to hide the

history of their online activity, i.e., which hosts they contact; the

online activity is still disclosed to the user’s ISP.

3.2.2 ISP-level Secure Tunneling Service (STS). We propose ISPs

to o�er a secure tunneling service (STS) by setting up encrypted

tunnels with other ISPs; source and destination ASes are the tunnel

end points. The tra�c is encrypted by the source ASwhen it enters

the tunnel and then decrypted by the destination AS when it exits

the tunnel. Similar to AHS, hosts remain agnostic of the tunneling

service and do not need to upgrade.

Privacy Domains. This service is composed of two basic build-

ing blocks: tunneling and encryption. Tunneling speci�es twoway-

points on the path to the destination, and thewaypoints en/decrypt

the tra�c, hiding it from other entities on the path.

STS creates two privacy domains for a subscribing host (Fig-

ure 2b). Domain A consists of the source ISP, the destination ISP,

and the destination host; the subscriber shares all its information

with this domain. Domain B consists of all transit ISPs, and the sub-

scriber shares its address and the address of the destination host at

the AS granularity.

Use Cases. ISP-level tunnels provide an additional security mea-

sure for tra�c that is already encrypted. Services that exchange

sensitive information typically perform encryptionwith TLS at the

application layer, though this is not always su�cient. Protocol and

implementation vulnerabilities of popular TLS libraries have en-

abled decryptions at a large scale (e.g., the Heartbleed attack [16]

and compression attacks [17–19]). Moreover, the lack of forward

secrecy in some TLS deployments can lead to compromised plain-

texts, if a long-term key is compromised—about 30% of 200K pop-

ular TLS-enabled websites still do not fully support forward se-

crecy [20].

In addition, ISP-level tunnels can provide a layer of security for

unencrypted webpages. Today’s trend moves towards pervasive

encryption and TLS is gaining traction; however, we are far from

universally encrypted tra�c—less than 20% of the top 10k websites

and less than 0.1% of all websites have TLS enabled by default [21].

ISP-level tunnels can also harden today’s privacy protocols. For

example, Tor is known to be vulnerable against tra�c correlation

attacks when an adversary can observe tra�c at the entry and

exit points of the Tor network [22]. Even worse, an adversary can

1We use the term ”ISP” when referring to services, and the term ”AS” mostly for
protocol-level details.
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launch BGP pre�x hijacking attacks to position itself on the path

of inbound and outbound tra�c [13]. ISP-level tunnels between

source AS and the AS of the Tor entry node, or between the AS

of the Tor exit node and the destination AS can enhance resilience

against the correlation attacks.

STS alleviates the consequences of today’s insecure inter-domain

routing. More precisely, adversaries often launch BGP pre�x hi-

jacking attacks to attract tra�c [23–26]. They can then analyze

tra�c patterns (who talks with whom), modify and inspect un-

encrypted tra�c, or store encrypted tra�c with the prospect of

breaking it in the future. Using ISP-level tunnels does not prevent

BGP hijacks, but limits the capabilities of attackers through strong

network-layer encryption for all tra�c in the tunnel.

3.2.3 ISP-level VPN Services (IVS). Wepropose ISPs to o�er VPN

services to hosts of other ISPs, similar to the VPN services that al-

ready exist on the market. The motivation for this proposal is that

despite the increased interest in VPN services, the market is lit-

tered with low quality services. Reasonable performance is o�ered

only by premium services that cost around $10 per month—a con-

siderable fraction of an Internet connection’s monthly cost [27].

Furthermore, most such services su�er from critical vulnerabili-

ties (e.g., IPv6 tra�c leakage and DNS hijacking) that disclose the

identity and tra�c payloads of users [28].

We argue that ISPs are in a better market position to o�er VPN

services at a fraction of what VPN services cost today. ISPs have

high-capacity infrastructure and experience in deploying and op-

erating services at a large scale. Furthermore, ISPs already manage

large blocks of IP addresses, which are necessary to mask customer

identities through address translation; it is commonly the case that

today’s VPN services point customers to connect to servers at a dif-

ferent location due to their IP address scarcity at some locations.

Thus, we believe ISPs can leverage their experience and economies

of scale to gain an extra source of revenue.

PrivacyDomains.This service combines all three building blocks:

tunneling, encryption, and address translation. Tunneling is used

to specify the VPN provider as a waypoint for the tra�c towards

the destination host, and encryption hides the tra�c from enti-

ties on the path to the VPN provider. Then, address translation

replaces the subscriber’s source address with another address in

the provider’s address pool.

Three privacy domains are created for a subscribing host (Fig-

ure 2c). DomainA contains the source ISP and all transit ISPs lead-

ing to the VPN provider, and the subscriber shares only its source

address with this domain. Domain B contains all transit ISPs be-

tween the VPN provider and the destination ISP, the destination

ISP, and the destination host; the subscriber shares all information

but its source address. Domain C consists of the ISP o�ering VPN

service, and the subscriber shares all its information with this do-

main.

Use Cases. Users may use VPN services for di�erent purposes:

i) to bypass geolocation restrictions, ii) to circumvent governmen-

tal censorship, and iii) to hide their activity from their ISPs by en-

crypting tra�c and hiding the destination.

4 FEASIBILITY STUDY

Our goal is to provide deployable privacy services for today’s Inter-

net, and therefore we build onwell-established practices. Although

this ensures interoperability with today’s protocols, there are open

problems when deploying at a large scale. We address such chal-

lenges and provide a preliminary evaluation to assess the feasibil-

ity of our proposal.

4.1 ISP-level Address Hiding

We propose ISPs to shu�e IP addresses of hosts subscribed to the

AHS. When the ISP receives an outgoing packet, a translation gate-

way creates a mapping from the packet’s source IP and port num-

ber to a new IP address and port number. This new IP address be-

longs to one of the ISP’s address blocks; the ISP can use the bits

in the IP’s host portion together with the bits of the source port in

order to multiplex di�erent �ows behind a few IP addresses. When

the ISP receives an incoming packet, the gateway performs the re-

verse translation so as not to break bidirectional communication.

This process may remind one of a carrier-grade NAT [29, 30], yet

there are multiple challenges that we address in the following.

Coordination of Translation Gateways. An ISP will operate

multiple translation gateways, and they must all perform identical

translations. First, translations must be performed on the original

data path to minimize latency overhead; rerouting tra�c to a cen-

tralized location would cause a latency in�ation. Therefore, an ISP

operates multiple gateways, but under the constraint of identical

translations. This is to prevent two di�erent inputs from generat-

ing a same output. Also, the translation of an outgoing packet and

the reverse translation for the incoming packet may be performed

by di�erent gateways due to asymmetric routing.

One naive approach to achieve identical translations is to ex-

change mapping tables between gateways. However, this solution

is not viable since such mappings must be distributed for every

new �ow and to all gateways. We leverage cryptography to per-

form the translation without keeping per-�ow state [15]: transla-

tion gateways encrypt the source address and port tuple and gen-

erate a new tuple, under the constraint that the network pre�x

belongs to the ISP. All gateways share the same key so that all

(reverse) translations are identical; the state stored at every gate-

way is just the encryption key. This approach satis�es all the con-

straints mentioned.

Privacy vs. Tra�c Engineering. The privacy bene�ts of AHS re-

sult from ISP’s large IP blocks, which can provide a satisfying level

of anonymity. However, ISPs deaggregate these address blocks in

their BGP announcements to perform �ne-granular tra�c engi-

neering. Although this practice still allows address shu�ing, it re-

duces the anonymity set to the size of an advertised block.

We cannot eliminate this con�ict, but we can provide �exibility

to ISPs in picking the desired tradeo�. Therefore, we design a trans-

lation mechanism that enables shu�ing for pre�x blocks of arbi-

trary size. This task raises a challenge, since most cryptographic

primitives operate on input of �xed length, e.g., 128-bit block for

AES and 32-/64-/128-bit blocks for RC5. Furthermore, we need a

secure cryptographic primitive that prevents an adversary to infer

the original addresses by observing the translated addresses.

Our translation scheme is based on FF3 encryption, which is an

instance of format-preserving encryption [31]. Equation 1 shows

the performed translation, with k being a secret key known only

to the ISP. This scheme generates a new source address and port

tuple (saddr ′, sport ′) for every new �ow. When the corresponding
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Figure 3: Forwarding performance of a translation gateway.

incoming packet arrives, the translation gateway performs the de-

cryption, and then XORs the result with the source address and

port of the incoming packet.

(saddr ′, sport ′) = FF3k ((saddr, sport) ⊕ (daddr, dport)) (1)

We utilize FF3 because it provides the required �exibility: it en-

crypts a plaintext of some format and length into a ciphertext of

identical format and length, allowing us to shu�e variable-length

address blocks. Furthermore, FF3 provides the security guarantees

of conventional block ciphers [32] and is approved by NIST. Lastly,

FF3 is e�cient; it is based on AES as the underlying block cipher,

which is implemented in hardware even on commodity CPUs.

Processing Overhead. We quantify the processing overhead of

our �exible address-translation scheme. We have implemented the

AHS service on the Data Plane Development Kit (DPDK) [33], run-

ning on a commodity server equipped with a 10 Gbps NIC and an

Intel XEON E5 CPU.We evaluate three cases of shu�ing a varying

number of addresses: i) 216 addresses in one /16 pre�x, ii) 224 ad-

dresses in one /8 pre�x, and iii) 226 addresses of the 4401 disjoint

pre�xes of an ISP (AS 4130). Furthermore, we evaluate forwarding

performance for multiple packet sizes and for a representative mix

of Internet tra�c (iMIX [34] with 340 bytes avg. size); the baseline

for our measurements is the performance of typical IP forwarding

without additional processing.

Figure 3 shows the forwarding performance. For 64-byte pack-

ets, performance degrades by about 25% for shu�ing an /8 and

a /16 pre�x. However, the decline is higher for the 226 addresses

because the blocks are disjoint and must be linearized. For larger

packet sizes almost all cases perform optimally. The evaluation

shows the e�ciency of a single translation gateway—it can han-

dle at line-rate a fully-saturated 10 Gbps link with typical Internet

tra�c patterns.

4.2 ISP-level Secure Tunnels

Wepropose that ISPs set up pairwise encrypted tunnels using exist-

ing protocols, such as IPsec in tunnel mode [35] and the Resource

Public-Key Infrastructure (RPKI) [36]. IPsec in tunnel mode cre-

ates a virtual private network between two remote networks: each

network deploys an IPsec gateway and the exchanged tra�c is

tunneled as ciphertext between the gateways. The RPKI consists

of publicly accessible repositories of resource certi�cates, which

prove that an AS is the owner of a resource (e.g., an IP pre�x).

Although we leverage existing technologies, there are multiple

challenges with respect to scalability, performance, and security.

First, since there are thousands of ASes, it is hard to manually con-

�gure pairwise tunnels at a large scale. Then, how can we auto-

mate tunnel establishment so that key negotiations are performed

dynamically?

Second, given the volume of tra�c that ISPs forward, it is a con-

siderable overhead to encrypt/decrypt even a fraction of an ISP’s

tra�c. Furthermore, using a single IPsec gateway to serve all traf-

�c of all established tunnels with other ISPs is not possible. There-

fore, we describe an intra-domain architecture that is capable of

supporting ISP-level tunnels.

4.2.1 Dynamic Tunnel Configuration. ISPs interested in deploy-

ing pairwise tunnels could initially coordinate and exchange re-

quired informationmanually. However, this approach does not scale

as more and more ISPs start o�ering the service. To support auto-

mated tunnel con�guration, two steps are needed: i) discover de-

ploying peers, and ii) establish a security association with the peer.

Peer Discovery. The �rst step is to enable ASes to advertise sup-

port for the ISP-level tunnels to other ASes. To this end, we lever-

age resource certi�cates and RPKI to disseminate the additional

information needed for ISP-level tunnels.

A resource certi�cate veri�es that an AS owns a certain pre-

�x and is therefore authorized to make a BGP announcement for

that pre�x [37]. Typically, a resource certi�cate contains the AS

number, the public key of the AS, and a list of pre�xes that the

AS owns; the certi�cate is signed by the private key of a regional

or a local Internet registry. We augment such certi�cates with ad-

ditional information for the tunnel establishment; such informa-

tion includes cryptographic material for key exchanges, security

parameters, and addresses of the IPsec gateways. Presence of this

information indicates that the ISP supports the tunneling service.

The process of peer discovery is then performed as part of route-

origin authorization [38]: when ASes receive BGP announcements

from their peers, they consult RPKI and verify that the advertised

pre�x is valid through the corresponding resource certi�cate. At

this stage ASes can also learn if the advertised AS supports tunnels.

Key Exchange. The second step for automated tunnel con�gu-

ration is to establish a security association (SA). A SA is a struc-

ture that contains all necessary parameters for the correspond-

ing tunnel: the tunnel end-point addresses, the encryption and au-

thentication algorithms, and the symmetric key used for encryp-

tion/decryption.

In order to set up a SA, IKEv2 [39] can be used. The protocol

can perform mutual authentication between two IPsec gateways

based on X.509 certi�cates; it also negotiates the security param-

eters for a SA. To facilitate authentication and key exchange, we

leverage again RPKI and the resource certi�cates: the published

X.509 resource certi�cate contains a public value that is used to

perform an authenticated Di�e-Hellman key exchange and derive

the symmetric key.

4.2.2 Intra-domain Architecture. In addition to mechanisms for

setting up tunnels, an ISP will need mechanisms inside its network

to support encryption/decryption of tunneled tra�c. We bench-

mark the operation of a single IPsec gateway, and we describe how

to support multiple gateways with a low management overhead.
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Figure 4: Forwarding performance of an IPsec gateway.

Gateway Evaluation. A deploying ISP may have to tunnel a con-

siderable portion of tra�c if many customers opt for the service.

To put the processing overhead into context, we benchmark the

performance of a gateway assuming it has a tunnel with every AS.

We use DPDK and we run an IPsec gateway on the same com-

modity server. Then, we analyze a BGP routing information base2

to generate realistic SAs. More precisely, we generate 56,223 SAs—

one for every AS—and we construct over 200k routing policies so

that each packet is forwarded over the correct tunnel based on the

destination address. For encryption and authentication we use the

AES block cipher in GCM mode with 128-bit keys [40].

Figure 4 shows the forwarding performance of the gateway for

the outbound direction and for multiple packet sizes, including the

iMIX (inbound direction has the identical performance); the per-

formance baseline is forwarding without any additional process-

ing. The results show that performance is at approximately 67%

of the baseline for all cases. This constant performance decline is

observed because as we increase the packet length the packet rate

decreases for a fully utilized link. At the same time, the length of

the plaintext to be encrypted increases so that these two factors

cancel each other out. The experiment shows the worst case in

that we have established the maximum number of tunnels. How-

ever, the result also indicates that ISPs may have to expand their

infrastructure if many users opt for the service.

Supporting Multiple Gateways. An ISP will need multiple gate-

ways to support the tra�c demands. However, this raises a chal-

lenge if the gateways of the two ISPs have to maintain a mesh of

tunnels between them.

We introduce the concept of a logical IPsec gateway which is

decoupled from the underlying physical IPsec gateways. That is,

an ISP advertises a single tunnel end point and only one IPsec tun-

nel is established per remote ISP. Then, the state of the tunnel is

shared between all physical IPsec gateways so that they can per-

form identical operations.

We make the following design choices to realize a logical IPsec

gateway. First, we de�ne a designated IPsec gateway3 that repre-

sents all physical IPsec gateways in an ISP and is identi�ed by an

IP address within the ISP’s pre�x blocks; the same address that

is published in the resource certi�cate. The designated gateway

establishes the ISP-level tunnels with the designated gateways of

2http://data.ris.ripe.net/rrc06/2017.04/
3Similar to the designated routers in OSPF [41] and the IS-IS [42] protocols.

other ISPs, and then it disseminates all necessary state to the phys-

ical IPsec gateways of the ISP. Second, we leverage IP anycast so

that a single IP address is used for all physical IPsec gateways. This

enables ISPs to support a tunnel end point from multiple locations

and at the same time perform load-balancing among these loca-

tions by adjusting their intra-domain routing protocols.

4.3 ISP-level VPN

We propose that ISPs leverage their infrastructure to o�er VPN

services to customers of other ISPs.

As mentioned in Section 3.2.3, a VPN service consists of two

main functionalities: 1) an encrypted tunnel that transfers packets

between a VPN customer and a VPN gateway, and 2) address trans-

lation that replaces the customer’s IP address with an IP owned by

the VPN provider.

We have already addressed the challenges of the two functional-

ities, albeit in a di�erent context. In Section 4.2, we have described

how to set up ISP-level tunnels using IPsec; the same approach can

be used for the tunnel between a VPN customer and the gateway.

There are various implementations of VPN tunnels (e.g., VPN over

IPsec and VPN over SSL), but they are conceptually the same. Fur-

thermore, authentication, key exchange and tunnel con�guration

is typically performed through an application that is provided by

the VPN provider and is installed on the customer’s device.

In Section 4.1, we have shown how to perform ISP-level address

translation. A VPN provider can use the same approach to multi-

plex multiple customers behind the source-port number and the

host portion of its IP address block.

5 COMPOSITION OF PRIVACY SERVICES

In Section 3, we described how three building blocks can o�er

meaningful privacy services. Here we show three examples (Fig-

ure 5) of how proposed services can be composed to create addi-

tional privacy services.

5.1 AHS+STS Composition

Consider a host that subscribes to the address-hiding service and

the secure tunneling service of its ISP. This combination provides

additional privacy bene�ts that are not o�ered by these services

in isolation by enabling: i) to hide also the host’s address from the

destination ISP and host (not o�ered by secure tunneling), and ii) to

hide the transport-layer header and payload from all transit ISPs

(not o�ered by address hiding).

Privacy Domains. Three privacy domains are formed (Figure 5a).

Domain A consists of the source ISP, and the host shares all its

information. Domain B consists of the destination host and ISP,

and the host shares all its information except for the source address,

which is instead revealed at the AS granularity. DomainC consists

of all transit ISPs, and the host shares the source and destination

addresses at the AS granularity.

5.2 IVS+STS Composition

Another meaningful service composition is the following: a host

buys the VPN service from a remote ISP and also the secure tun-

neling service from that ISP. Again this combination o�ers pri-

vacy bene�ts that cannot be achieved by a single service: i) the

transport-layer header and payload are hidden from the host’s ISP
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Figure 5: Three examples of service compositions. For simplicity, we

do not show transit ISPs; they would exist on inter-cloud arrows.

(not o�ered by secure tunneling), and ii) the host hides its payload

from all transit ISPs between the VPN provider and the destination

ISP and host (not o�ered by the VPN service).

Privacy Domains. It creates the following four privacy domains

(Figure 5b). Domain A consists of the source ISP, and the transit

ISPs to the remote VPN ISP, and the host shares only his address

with this domain. Domain B consists of the destination host and

ISP; with this domain, the host shares the payload, the transport

header, and the destination address. Domain C consists of the re-

mote VPN ISP, and the host shares all information. Finally, Domain

D consists of the transit ISPs between the remote VPN ISP and the

destination ISP; with this domain, the host shares only the destina-

tion address at the AS granularity.

5.3 A Sequence of IVSes

A Tor-esque privacy service can be created by using a sequence

of IVSes, where each IVS acts as a Tor relay. Speci�cally, a host

creates an onion by encrypting his message in layers and forwards

through a series of IVSes, each of which peels o� an encryption

layer and forwards to the next IVS.

Using a sequence of IVSes allows users to �nd a right balance be-

tween anonymity and performance, as studied by the past anony-

mous routing proposals [43–46]. For instance, a user could use the

IVSes o�ered by the ISPs on the shortest path between the source

and the destination ISPs to construct a Tor-esque privacy service

that has low latency.

Privacy Domains. This privacy service creates the same privacy

domains (Figure 5c) that are described for Tor in Section 2.

Challenge.We envision that an IVS is a paid service that requires

explicit subscription; hence, a client needs to authenticate to all

IVSes that it uses. This authentication leads to a privacy implica-

tion: all IVS-o�ering ISPs that are part of the Tor-esque privacy

service can identify the sender based on client’s authentication cre-

dentials. In particular, the last hop IVS-o�ering ISP (equivalent to

the exit relay in Tor) can identify the source and the destination at

the same time.

One possible approach to solve this problem is based on anony-

mous credentials. In this approach, ISPs could form an alliance and

allow a host who subscribes to any member ISP to use the privacy

services o�ered by all member ISPs. The alliance provides hosts

with anonymous credentials that prove that the host is authorized

to use the privacy services without revealing any further informa-

tion about the host. Then, hosts use their anonymous credentials

to authenticate to the IVSes.

6 DISCUSSION

6.1 Deployment Incentives

We believe that our proposed services are in line with market in-

centives of today’s ISPs. A major deployment hurdle for many pro-

posals is the lack of incremental deployability so that the proposals

are valuable only if all, or almost all, ISPs adopt (e.g., BGPsec [47]);

there are no bene�ts for �rst-movers, leading to a chicken and egg

problem. This is not the case for two of our three proposed ser-

vices: the address-hiding service and the VPN service can be of-

fered to end users without requiring global adoption of new pro-

tocols. Users could buy these services directly from their ISPs, and

the ISPs would o�er these services independently and without co-

ordination with other ISPs.

The secure-tunneling service has a higher deployment barrier

in that it requires coordination among the interested ISPs. How-

ever, setting up a tunnel requires coordination only between two

ISPs—not universal coordination; and, there are two ways for ISPs

to coordinate with each other. 1) An ISP can negotiate bilateral con-

tracts with other ISPs with which its customers frequently commu-

nicate, similar to roaming agreements between telecommunication

providers. 2) We can envision ISP alliances, similar to Global Telco

Security Alliance [48, 49] and Ngena [50, 51] where a group of ISPs

with common interests come together and cooperate towards their

common goal; within the alliance, a member ISP can establish tun-

nels with all other member ISPs without any further negotiation.

In fact, a similar businessmodel is seen at Internet Exchange Points

(IXPs) that o�er multi-lateral peering agreements: ISPs in the IXP

peer with all other ISPs without separate negotiations;4 this peer-

ing strategy is becoming increasingly popular due to its simplicity

by avoiding excessive negotiations among ISPs.

In addition, we believe there are strong incentives for ISPs to

adopt the secure-tunneling service: on one hand, large content

providers are concerned about large-scale surveillance that degrades

their customers’ privacy. On the other hand, residential ISPs can

o�er value-added services to their customers by setting up such

tunnels with large content providers.

4http://www.openpeering.nl/publicpeering.shtml.
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6.2 Implications based on Government Policies

Di�erent regulations and policies of di�erent countries can have

impact on how the ISPs treat users’ privacy-sensitive data. For ex-

ample, in the U.S., ISPs can now sell their customer’s history with-

out their consent [4]. Also, some governments pressure ISPs to re-

lease user data, e.g., to tackle illegal activities on the Internet.

Privacy domains cannot express such policy details, since they

are technical speci�cations on disclosure of privacy-sensitive infor-

mation. We believe that supplementary information, e.g., potential

privacy risks due to policies of countries from which privacy ser-

vices are used, should be provided to users when they select the

privacy services for their communication.

6.3 Trusting ISP Operations

Given the diminishing con�dence in ISPs regarding how they treat

their customer’s privacy, users may desire assurance that ISPs do

provide the privacy services that they sell. The simplicity of obtain-

ing assurances depends on the privacy service. For the ISP-level

VPN service (IVS) and the ISP-level Address Hiding Service (AHS),

an interested user can contact lookup services that provide their IP

address information (e.g., whatismyip.com) to check if her address

is properly altered.

Unfortunately, however, obtaining assurance for the ISP-level

secure tunneling service (STS) is more di�cult, since there is no

direct way for users to check. This is because, unlike the other

two services, users’ packets would be delivered unmodi�ed to the

destinations. Instead, users need to rely on a third-party to obtain

assurance. For example, governments that monitor ISP practices

can provide the assurance to the users. Alternately, there can be

monitoring infrastructures, operated by non-pro�t organizations,

fromwhich ISP operations can be monitored, e.g., tra�c have been

encrypted and tunneled.

7 RELATED WORK

The most closely related work to ours is the proposal from Ragha-

van et al. that suggests a tweakable block cipher for address shuf-

�ing by ISPs [15]. We have extended their initial idea by proposing

ISPs to o�er multiple privacy services with additional privacy ben-

e�ts. Moreover, from a technical perspective, our address-hiding

service provides a higher degree of �exibility to ISPs: our shuf-

�ing method works for IP address blocks of arbitrary length, com-

pared to the tweakable block cipher that requires exactly a /16 IP

address block. In a similar fashion, when using carrier-grade NATs

(CGNs), an ISP shares a few public IP addresses with a large cus-

tomer base [29, 30]. CGNs, however, require per-�ow state and

therefore su�er from scalability issues.

8 CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK

Our �nal goal is to embrace user-de�ned privacy through a privacy-

as-a-service architecture (Figure 6). In this architecture, the user

speci�es privacy and performance requirements at a high level;

then, the architecture translates them to technical requirements

using privacy domains, and chooses among a set of ISP-o�ered

privacy services. These privacy services should be readily deploy-

able in today’s Internet, and the corresponding privacy service

providers should be able to o�er these services in a cost-e�cient

manner.

User API

Element-speci!c API

ISP-o�ered Privacy

Service Infrastructure

User

Machine

Privacy Domain

Computation

Engine

Privacy Services

Orchestration

Engine

Privacy

Service DB

User Communication Requirement
    a) Privacy Requirements

    b) Performance Requirements

Northbound

Service

Orchestration

Southbound

Privacy Service

Infrastructure

Elements

Figure 6: Privacy-as-a-Service Architecture.

In this paper, we make a �rst step towards our goal (highlighted

element in Figure 6). We have introduced a new concept—privacy

domains—in order to capture the diverse privacy requirements.We

propose three privacy services that can be o�ered by ISPs: an address-

hiding service, a secure tunneling service, and a VPN service. All

services can be easily deployed and our initial evaluation indicates

that the overhead is within reach for the existing infrastructure.

9 SOURCE CODE AND DATA RELEASE

We have published the source code and the data used for the exper-

iments at https://github.com/kthlee86/privacy-domain. For more

details about the source code and how to run the experiments, we

direct the readers to the README.md �le in the repository.
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